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Introduction  

In Germany, the procedure of ratifying and implementing the Treaty of Lisbon became 

out extra controversial as probable predicted. Despite the fact that each homes of parliament (the 

Bundestag and the Bundesrat) accepted the Treaty by using relaxed majorities, the technique 

changed into largely dominated by using the Federal Constitutional court docket, whose choice 

of 30 June 2009 dominated the Treaty well suited with the German fundamental regulation 

however raised intense objections to the prevailing country wide accompanying law, which 

regulates the cooperation among the govt and legislative branches in ecu subjects, and demanded 

more advantageous parliamentary powers of participation vis-à-vis the federal government.  

In September 2012, the court accepted of the ratification of the ESM Treaty in a quick-

song choice, but stressing that, regardless of an excellent argument for secrecy, the parliament’s 

right to be knowledgeable have to be ensured6. This selection turned into reaffirmed in March 

2014, because the courtroom stated that “the budgetary autonomy of the German Bundestag is 

satisfactorily safeguarded”. But, drawing on preceding judgements and for future reference, the 

court marked out the criminal necessities of parliamentary involvement:  

With more than 37,000 plaintiffs, this becomes the most important constitutional 

grievance inside the records of the Federal constitution court docket. In February 2014, the 

courtroom determined to refer a criticism against the eu principal financial institution’s (ECB) 

so-called Outright financial Transaction’s scheme to the eu courtroom of Justice. The principal 

query is whether or not the ECB has passed its mandate with its statement in August 2012 to 

purchase unlimited portions of sovereign bonds from disaster-hit eurozone participants.  

In may additionally, forty seven percent considered the euro crisis a “exquisite hazard” 

and 12 percent a “very superb chance” to Germany’s monetary improvement. The guide for 
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German economic contributions to resource measures has grown to a few diploma: In March, 68 

percent of respondents hostile German loans to Greece. In may also, fifty one percent have been 

still against and forty-four percentage in favour of Germany’s guarantee commitments. 

Case study 

This paper outlines the unmarried-case observe design, describes the empirical fabric and 

develops a mixed-approach technique, which is specifically tailor-made to the studies question.  

The complexity of the case may be proven by using Thomas Saalfeld’s typology of levels and 

dimensions of analysis. Saalfeld distinguishes among (1) the institutional surroundings, (2) 

parliamentary establishments and governance, and (3) the person degree, every degree having as 

a minimum one size of analysis.   I would argue that this research cuts across all three ranges. 

Eu integration, voter alignments and the party gadget affect the Bundestag and the authorities 

from ‘outdoor’. Constraints within and among the establishments encompass coalition 

governance and authorities–competition members of the family. Furthermore, this evaluation is 

concerned with the micro-stage, for instance, with the role orientations of MPs. 

Research design 

This studies paper attracts at the single-case examine design as a focused, in-intensity 

inquiry into the phenomena of Europeanisation and politicization inside the German 

parliamentary context. I comply with Robert E. Stake’s belief of case have a look at and, as a 

result, allowed the case to guide my research enterprise: “Case look at isn't always a 

methodological preference however a preference of what's to be studied.  As a shape of studies, 

case take a look at is defined by using hobby in an individual case, now not via the strategies of 

inquiry used. In a similar style, Robert okay. Yin stresses 3 conditions to manual the researcher 

in his/her preference of studies strategy: the kind of 

Analytical Findings 

The table indicates, among other things, the overall distribution of claims across 

parliamentary companies and the authorities. The smaller parliamentary agencies have a 
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proportion of around 10 percent, the greens having the bottom number of claims with 78, 

followed through the Left with 80 claims. The CSU made 84 claims; therefore, giving special 

interest to this organization is also properly justified in terms of quantitative participation. While 

we take a look at most people and opposition companies, we discover a distribution of claims 

that corresponds carefully to the allocation of speaking time: CDU, CSU and FDP are entitled to 

use 53.3 percent of the talking time, leaving the opposition events with forty six.7 percent.  

First off, some in addition general observations on the distribution of claims are made. 

Secondly, I highlight significant divergences in claims making among the 3 selected debates. 

Thirdly, I gift a ‘mini’ case have a look at of how the monetary transaction tax has been debated 

in the plenary of the Bundestag. Fourthly, every organization might be explored in extra element, 

starting with the authorities and most people parliamentary companies after which moving 

directly to the opposition groups. Please no longer that all quotations from the plenary protocols 

below are my personal translations. 

Debates 

The variation in the totals of claims is in part due to differing periods of discussion. 

However, in spite of their identical duration of ninety mins, the primary debate and 2d debate 

fluctuate considerably inside the wide variety of overall claims made. The controversy on 25 

March 2010 was scheduled at the eve of the Spring European Council meeting, which had the 

‘Europe 2020’ approach on the top of the time table. As a result, the method changed into also 

item of debate inside the first plenary debate. Some interesting observations on issue salience 

may be made both with reference to the primary claims (see desk above) and the coverage–

polity–politics categorization. Particularly the primary debate and the second one debate show 

good sized variations on various degrees. The second debate came about on five may additionally 

2010, rapidly after the euro area leaders and the IMF presented bilateral resource to Greece and 

a couple of days earlier than the Bundestag and Bundesrat passed the ‘currency Union economic 

balance Act’ and earlier than the rescue mechanism has been installation. Every fourth declare 

on this plenary debate entailed a ‘name’ for movement, maximum of which, namely round forty 

percentage, had been directed at the European (together with needs to reform the stability and 

growth percent made via the Chancellor and representatives of the majority organizations). 22 
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percent of ‘calls’ were explicitly addressed to the federal government, and a similarly 25 percent 

had been of a more trendy nature, no longer specifying who's expected to take the demanded 

measures.  

 In phrases of the policy–polity–politics category, there does no longer appear to be any 

divergence on the ‘polity’ size across the time period of evaluation. However, a greater 

comprehensive photo emerges while we investigate the subcategories. The eu and the common 

foreign money have consistently been the most mentioned ‘polities’, despite the fact that to a 

lesser extent in the 0.33 debate (28.6 percentage in place of round 37 percent inside the first two 

debates). The disaster (together with the causes, effects, one-of-a-kind dimensions and the 

question of responsibility) has become an more and more salient object of discussion. In 

particular at some point of the controversy on 19 may additionally 2010, the speakers showed 

concern for the severity of the state of affairs and offered numerous money owed of the causes. 

The prominence of financial system-related ‘polity’ claims various appreciably.  

Table: Frequency distribution of claims by debates 

 

 1st debate 

(25 March 2010) 

Count % 

2nd debate 

(5 May 2010) 

Count % 

3rd debate 

(19 May 2010) 

 

Total 

Count % 

Claim 102 54.8 100 39.2 145 44.1 347 (45.1%) 

Call 23 12.4 64 25.1 60 18.2 147 (19.1%) 

Action 21 11.3 34 13.3 57 17.3 112 (14.5%) 

Diagnosis 22 11.8 42 16.5 47 14.3 111 (14.4%) 

Solution 15 8.1 9 3.5 14 4.3 38 (4.9%) 

Goal 3 1.6 6 2.4 6 1.8 15 (1.9%) 

Total 186 (24.2%) 255 (33.1%) 

 

329 (42.7%) 770 

(100.0%) 
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Table: Frequency distribution of ‘policy’, ‘polity’ and ‘politics’ by debates 

 

 1st debate 

(25 March 

2010) 

Count % 

2nd debate 

(5 May 2010) 

Count % 

3rd debate 

(19 May 2010) 

Count % 

 

 

Total 

Policy 65 34.9 120 47.1 137 41.6 322 (41.8%) 

Polity 62 33.3 83 32.5 112 34.0 257 (33.4%) 

Politics 59 31.7 52 20.4 80 24.3 `191 (24.8%) 

Total 186 (24.2%) 255 (33.1%) 329 (42.7%) 770 (100.0%) 

 

More than one fourth of ‘polity’ claims (viz. 27.7 percent) addressed the financial order 

in the second debate (and each fifth ‘polity’ declare inside the third debate), as compared to 

handiest 6 of sixty-two claims in the first debate. On this context, the so-called ‘primacy of 

politics’ grew to become out to be one of the critical troubles, meditated, as an instance, in claims 

making that problematizes the political impotence vis-à-vis monetary markets. 

One extra interesting factor to word is that Germany’s membership and position inside 

the ecu has been the second one most debated ‘polity’ inside the first debate (with 19.Four 

percent), however has been of less subject in the later plenary debates. A number of different 

aspects fall into this subcategory. There may be a consensus that the stabilization of the eurozone 

is as a great deal inside the German countrywide hobby as it's far in the ecu hobby. In addition 

to commitments and responsibilities to the ecu, the Chancellor and most of the people MPs strain 

the responsibility of politicians toward the German citizens, who've given up the German Mark 

in reliance upon the stableness of the euro, which they were promised with the aid of political 

leaders on the time. They have got additionally drawn attention to Germany’s ancient position 

inside the advent of the European economic Union (EMU) and the cutting-edge role because the 
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using pressure in the back of the ecu’s competitiveness. As discussed similarly underneath, the 

perception that the relaxation of the European benefits from Germany’s export energy has been 

contested with the aid of competition speakers. 

Conclusions 

Following the conceptualization with the aid of Pieter de Wilde, we've hooked up 3 signs 

of politicization: growing consciousness of, mobilization around and polarization of European 

affairs. Growing consciousness has been accounted for by using discussing strategic 

Europeanisation, which refers to modifications within the position perceptions and behavior of 

MPs. Parliamentary mobilization is reflected within the huge variety of plenary debates and 

authorities policy statement on ecu- and crisis-associated subjects within the seventeenth 

legislative duration. The variety of written statements by way of MPs, the purpose of which is to 

provide an explanation for one’s vote, turned into surprisingly excessive for the votes on the 

‘foreign money Union financial stability Act’ and ‘Euro Stabilization Mechanism Act’. 

Furthermore, the speaker profiles, which monitor that both coverage specialists and senior 

contributors of each parliamentary institution got worried, show the significance that has been 

connected to the plenary debates which have been analyzed. Hence, the focal point of the 

evaluation changed into located on polarization alongside three dimensions: ‘coverage’, ‘polity’ 

and ‘politics. The coding body become gradually built via designated categorization of claims, 

enabling me to evaluate the character and volume of polarization, understood as the upward push 

of divergent views and conflicting demands. The literature shows that, especially during 

instances of disaster, government actors generally tend to employ depoliticizing techniques. 

Certainly, we saw that the Chancellor and the coalition events have highlighted the urgency of 

selections and the dearth of alternatives to the Greece aid package deal and finances 

consolidation through strict austerity programmers.  

The opposition challenged a number of these claims. For example, the veggies taken into 

consideration it essential to explain to the German public why providing useful resource is the 

pleasant option amongst different alternatives, which in their opinion the government should 

have completed. Furthermore, the competition audio system typically positioned a robust 
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emphasis on political capacity, this is, the capability to form European guidelines and re-

establish the primacy of politics in response to the dominance of the financial markets, seeing 

that for them the euro crisis is likewise a disaster of political agree with. 

Further to the coverage–polity–politics dimension, I paid attention to strains of battle put 

forward via warfare framing studies. First of all, the omnipresent left/right measurement is 

apparent in European debates as properly, and  examples are really worth mentioning: there has 

been lots of debate approximately law rules (e.g. The monetary transaction tax), while the FDP 

maintained its seasoned-market profile; and the Left celebration wondered the Chancellor’s 

austerity technique, disturbing increase regulations alternatively. Secondly, there may be 

obviously the seasoned-/anti-eu measurement. The analysis showed that the German Bundestag 

is characterized by a pass-birthday party pro-eu consensus. All parliamentary actors said their 

assist for the European and the not unusual forex, albeit a few extra strongly than others. In sum, 

those statements testify to a countrywide narrative of eu integration, wherein the combination 

procedure is very intently entwined with the records of Germany, with the submit-2nd 

international struggle rehabilitation and reunification particularly, as tested by using references 

to the ‘legacies’ of Konrad Adenauer and Helmut Kohl. Further, the euro is provided as a success 

story to which Germany has contributed via gambling a key position inside the established order 

of the EMU.  

More typically, Germany is portrayed as a using pressure of integration. Germany’s 

function in dealing with the euro disaster and within the European today has, consequently, been 

an vital challenge of dialogue. Thirdly, the Bundestag debates featured a few international war 

framing, this is, pitting European member states against every different. Here, the most seen line 

of polarization is among the coalition authorities’ firm stance on the conditionality of aids, on 

the one hand, and the opposition events’ unity with crisis-hit nations, then again. It must 

additionally be cited that the greens expressed concerns approximately growing hostility towards 

Greece in Germany. Fourthly, polarization has befell in terms of transnational warfare framing 

on the premise of birthday celebration-political cleavages, majority–opposition dynamics and 

govt–legislative relations. 
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Earlier than summarizing the findings for political contestation on the policy–polity–

politics measurement, I want to focus on a few standard observations regarding the distribution 

of claims, the major variations between celebration organizations and the three plenary debates. 

The overall frequency distribution of claims with the aid of primary categories famous some 

exciting differences among actors, which can't be decreased to parliamentary roles simplest. 

While it suggests similarities between the authorities and the CDU in addition to among the SPD 

and the veggies, which the content evaluation confirmed, the Left differs from the alternative 

competition agencies on many accounts. Maximum significantly, claims making by means of 

the Left turned into rather ‘coverage’-center, and the birthday celebration transferred its domestic 

schedule to ecu problems (as seen e.g. With its leftist seasoned-boom and seasoned-regulation 

policies). In evaluation, the Social Democrats and the veggies have been very centered on 

‘politics and the government in their claims making, closely criticizing the authorities and 

Chancellor Angela Merkel for my part for poor crisis control and brush aside for the parliament. 

Their requires coverage motion (which include European-level measures) have been 

predominantly directed at the federal government as well. In fact, we located handiest few 

considerable divergences on policy issues among the SPD, the Chancellor and the CDU – to start 

with, the economic transaction tax changed into one in every of them. This could explain why 

the SPD as the biggest opposition group concentrates on ‘politics. 

  The example of the CSU, but, shows the restrictions of quantitative representations of 

claims making. The CSU corresponded with its sister celebration, as a consequence also with 

the Chancellor, in phrases of thoughts and worries, however while examining the claims more 

intently, we discover clear variations in rhetoric, that means that the CSU tended to phrase the 

same thoughts (e.g. Conditionality) in greater populist terms. Searching on the 3 plenary debates 

in greater detail, the fluctuation in claims making appears to mirror the topicality of the debates, 

and yet there's one improvement that caught my interest: the 1/3 debate on 19 can also 2010 took 

on a greater retrospective and essential man or woman compared to the previous debates, and 

that is seen at various tiers. The coalition authorities contemplated on measures already adopted 

and known as for further European-degree measures to save you similar crises in future. 

Moreover, the disaster has emerge as an an increasing number of salient difficulty of debate in 
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regards to its causes, implications, dimensions and the query of responsibility. We also examine 

that the 0.33 debate featured a giant variety of claims that addressed the function of the 

Bundestag in eu choice making, which has been a central challenge of the vegetables and the 

SPD. 

I've given unique interest to the economic transaction tax, as it turned into one of the 

maximum broadly mentioned ‘coverage’ problems but additionally illustrates polarization on the 

alternative two dimensions. The coding frequencies display that the visibility of this problem has 

expanded in the time body of remark, but inquiry into the claims reveals that the divergence of 

perspectives has in truth decreased, because the authentic position through the government grew 

to become in favor of the tax. Thus, difficulty salience isn't necessarily correlated with 

polarization. For the opposition events, introducing a financial transaction tax is an crucial step 

closer to restoring the ‘primacy of politics. With reference to party politics, discussions 

approximately the tax highlighted cleavages among the Liberals and the Social Democrats and 

supplied a terrific illustration of the Left’s intention to differentiate itself from the alternative 

parties, especially the alternative competition events, in this case by using looking to take 

possession of the policy issue. 

At the ‘policy’ measurement, we discover that the coalition actors specifically 

pronounced on action taken through the authorities at the national level and brought at the eu 

degree with the backing of the German govt. The CDU, whose celebration chair is Angela 

Merkel, pressured the importance of ‘foreign money Union monetary balance Act’ and ‘Euro 

Stabilization Mechanism Act’ by way of drawing on effective debts of eu integration and the 

euro success tale, claiming that the destiny of Germany is dependent on the future of the 

European, considering the fact that Europeans proportion a ‘commonplace destiny’. As noted 

above, the Left become the maximum lively on the ‘coverage’ dimension. On the idea of their 

essential critique of the neoliberal economic order, the Left audio system called for far-achieving 

law policies and criticized Chancellor Merkel for imposing her ‘neoliberal remedy’ of austerity 

on Greece, Spain and Portugal. 

The financial order has not only been the most salient ‘polity’ in claims making by the 
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Left however also via the Liberals, who represent the opposite quit of the ideological spectrum, 

as seen in their confirmation of the celebration’s dedication to the social market economic system 

and opposition. According to the Liberals, the overarching aim need to be to diffuse the ‘ethics 

of obligation’ (concentrated on the precept of legal responsibility) to the entire monetary and 

financial sphere. In regards to the institutional framework of the European and the EMU, 

polarization have become apparent in shape of a clear divide between the authorities’ 

conditionality and the competition’s unity.  

The Chancellor acquired massive assist by using the coalition parties for her insistence 

that communal resource should be situation to situations: resource will be supplied best as a 

remaining lodge and not except the recipient us of a commit itself to maximum self-effort. In 

step with Merkel, “[a] true eu isn't always the only who gives rapid assistance”, a sentence she 

repeated several times. At the facet of the competition groups, team spirit with the disaster- 

international locations was obvious in acknowledgments of Greece’s reform efforts and 

challenges to the authorities’ account of the disaster being resulting from eurozone members 

who lived past their means. The SPD and the greens argued that the Chancellor’s lack of cohesion 

has contributed to the isolation of Germany in the ecu. We study divergent perspectives on the 

causes for the crisis: similarly, to ‘dwelling beyond one’s means’, Merkel and the CDU/CSU 

diagnosed European-stage mistakes from the beyond. The Left and the greens mentioned 

financial imbalances within the EMU, drawing attention to the German trade surplus, which has 

brought about countrywide debts in other European countries. So one can reduce financial 

imbalances, a European monetary government is needful, however Germany has to do its 

element as properly via improving domestic call for, that is, by means of growing purchasing 

energy. For Merkel and her government, the key strategy to many problems lies in compliance 

with laws, and consequently mutual tracking has to be stepped forward, for instance, through 

stricter sanctions mechanisms inside the stability and boom p.C. And empowerment of Eurostat. 

The long-time period objective must be to establish a new ‘tradition of balance’, for which 

Germany (with its constitutionally enshrined ‘debt brake’) sets an awesome instance. 

On the ‘politics’ measurement, the Chancellor suggests the least interest in party politics 

and choice-making procedures. The speakers representing the CDU and CSU expressed strong 
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support for the Chancellor and her cabinet, mainly with regard to the ideas of conditionality and 

legal compliance. Further, the Liberals as the junior associate in the governing coalition actively 

confirmed harmony in motion – excluding preserving up their competition to the monetary 

transaction tax – and emphasized how responsibly the coalition government become appearing. 

CDU, CSU and FDP have been also united in their complaint of the pink–green authorities (in 

energy among 1998 and 2005) for breaching the steadiness and increase p.c.. It turned into fairly 

apparent that the Liberals focused their birthday celebration-political assaults on the SPD, which 

may be explained by the reality that the Social Democrats are their strongest competitor as a 

coalition companion for the CDU/CSU202. The query of parliamentary participation in 

European choice making has given upward thrust to contrasting perspectives as properly. Even 

as the CDU and CSU provided a predominantly nice account, the SPD and the greens accused 

the authorities of failing to offer sufficient statistics, which they taken into consideration 

crucially essential given the importance of the choices. At the complete, the consider and self 

belief of the legislature inside the govt become argued to be endangered, until the federal 

authorities would remain accountable to the Bundestag, understood by means of the SPD and 

vegetables as ‘turning in on commitments’, and appreciate the parliament’s finances sovereignty 

by consulting the Bundestag on all relevant questions earlier than coming into commitments at 

ecu-degree negotiations. 

In conclusion, this thesis reveals helping evidence for all 3 indicators of politicization and 

provides interesting empirical insights into the politicization of eu affairs within the German 

parliament in spring 2010. On the premise of this have a look at, future research ought to deal 

with the question to what quantity this politicization isn't always simply an intermediate nation 

but consists of longer-time period implications (i.e. Beyond the disaster) for German 

parliamentarism. There have certainly been a few signs and symptoms of exchange in Germany’s 

celebration system. The maximum putting is the unexpected upward push of the ‘alternative for 

Germany’, a political birthday party which became based in February 2013, defines itself as anti-

euro (but now not always as anti-eu) and controlled to obtain 4.7 percent of the vote at the federal 

elections in September 2013, coming brief of securing seats in the Bundestag via handiest 0.3 

percent203. 
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The important query for the future of ecu integration is: what sort of Europe will this 

politicization lead to? Does the eu Union hazard being torn apart by means of new identity 

conflicts, alongside countrywide strains, or will it eventually enter the sector of contentious 

democratic politics, birthday celebration opposition and elections? Will dissensus become so 

sturdy that it breaks apart the elite’s schedule, replacing it with Eurosceptic re-nationalized 

agendas? Or will dissensus continue to be confined inside a set of norms that on balance continue 

to be constructively critical of the ecu, in order that politics expands past elites and starts off 

evolved to encompass inputs from different public actors, thereby enhancing the democratic 

legitimacy of the project? As a substitute, will the European stay permanently incomplete as a 

multi-level polity, wedged someplace in between those situations?  

Finding good enough solutions to these questions is one of the key demanding situations 

presently faced by the instructional community of eu studies. The contribution of this thesis lies 

in by means of offering a few empirical insights into the most important ecu member nation. 
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